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ABSTRACT 
A complete data set of 417 shallow main shocks that occurred 

in the area of Greece during 1911-1985, is used in the present 
study. In 187 case, these .ain shockll had been preceded by at 
least one foreshock. It is found that in about 60\ of these cases 
the largest fore.hock or the aecond largest foreshock occurred 
within one day before the main shock, while in ~bout 30' ~nd 15' 
of the cases, these foreshocka occurred la days or more and 1 
month or more before the main shock occurrence. This conclusion 
reconfirm. previous results which were bsed on smaller data seta. 
On the other hand, the composite temporal distribution of all 
foreshocKs in the 187 cases reveals an increase in seismic ac
tivity that starts about 2 months before the main shock, cul
minating in a final rapid acceleration of the occurrence rate 
during the last day before the main ShOCK generation. 

nSPIAIrPH 
~~~v ~apouoa ~£At~~, e(e~~~ov~al Ol npooE~o~OC nou tyLvav 

1tp~V CUtO 417 En~rpavElaKOut; KUPLOUC; OElO~OU<; OH1V 1tEPLOX~ TO\) 
A~ya{ou. tE 187 1tEPllt~Wo£LC; U"'R6pX£l ,OUA~XLO~OV tvac; npOOClO~OC;. 
Bpt9~KC, o"-c l OC ltOOOO,O ltEp [llOU 60\ 'twv TlCP L'TntOOCWV aUTwv 0 
~wroc; ~ 0 6CUTEpOC; ~EyaAu't£poC; 1tpOO£LO~OC; tYLVE OE 6Lao't~~a ~la<; 
... tpat; "JtP~V crn:6 'tov "VpLO Oc;L0l.l6, EVW QE ltOOOC'tO 'TtCp(ltOU 30\ KQl 
15\ 'twv ltEpVTC'tWoCWV, aUTo( OL ltPOOElOIJO( tYlvav 10 IJtpICC; r'i 
'Ttcploo6't£pEC; )(aL 1 ~r'iva r'i 'TtCPlOOOT£PO ltplV alt6 't'l ytVEO'l 'tou 
)(Up.ou OC l Ol.lou. Ta OUlJltcpd'o~a'ta aUTci I::ltl13Gl3a Lwvouv "'ItpO~YOI)~EVE<; 

~£~f'tE<;, O~l~ Olto(£C; xp~alIJOltOIr'i9~)(£ ~lKp6~CPO bC(YlJa 6c6o~tvwv. 
H ouv9c'trJ Ka'taVOIJr'i 't~C; ouxvo't~'tac; ytVEO~<; 6~wv 'twv 

~OOElO}.lWV, 6~wv TWV 187 KUp(WV O£lOl.lWV t6Cl(e O'tl unciPxcl aut~a~ 

't~C; npoo£lo~~KI'l<; 6pao'trjpl6't~'ta<; nou apXCC;:cl 600 ltcp(nou ~I'lVEC; 

~lV an6 rov KUplO O£lOIJO, xal '1 o'Tto(a EltlTaXuv£'taL 't~v 't£AEu'taCa 
~tpa npLV an6 aUTov. 

INTRODUCTION 
Fore.hock activ~ty ha. been a matter of primary concern, 

since foreshocks are the most obvious and cOIlllllon premonitory 
phenomena preceding strong earthquakes. Previous studies on fore
shocks have concetrated on the rate of foreshock occurrence 
before strong earthquakes and, on the other hand, on the assess
ment of the probability that a given earthquake will be followed 
by a main shock during a certain time interval. 
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Some properties of foreshock sequences have been studied by 
orakopoulos (1968). Papazachos( 1975), considering all shallow 
main shocks vhich occurred in the Aegean area from 1914 to 1973 
with magnitudes larger than or equal to 6.0, found that the 
cUJllu1ative frequency distribution, N(T), of the time difference 
between the asin shock and its largest foreshock, is given by the 
relation 

NIT) - c - k loqT ( 1 J 

where c and k are constants with values equal to 0.49 and 0.31. 
respectively. 

Tsapanos and hi. colleagues (1988), using data sets with 
shallow main shocks which occurred all over the world, determined 
similar values for the constants c and k. 

The aforementioned results suggest that in cases where fore
shocks occur, there is an almost SOt probability that the main 
shock will occur within 1 day after the occurrence of its largest 
foreshock. 

Jones(198S) found that the probability that an earthquake in 
southern Californi~ IM~3_0) will be followed by an earthquake of 
larger magnitude within S days and 10 Km 11. e., will be a fore
shockl is 6 ± 0.5 per cent. She also found that the main shock 
will Illost likely occur in the first hour after the foreshock. 

Regarding the rate of foreshock occurrence before strong 
earthquakes. Jones and Molnarl1979) found an increase in seismic 
activity that starts about 3 months before the main shocks and 
that close to the epicenters or the main shocks. there are a very 
largo number of events that occur in the day immediately preced
ing the main shocks in about 50 out of 2S0 cases. 

In this paper, the values of the constants c and k of the 
cumulative frequen~y distribution of the time difference between 
the main shocks and their large8~ foreshocks are redetermined. 
using a larger data set of foreshock sequences which occurred in 
the the Aegean area, values for the same constants for the 
cumulative frequency distribution of the ti~e difference between 
the ~ain shocks and their second largest foreshocks are calcu
lated and the temporal distribution of the foreshocks which oc
curred in the few hours. days and month~ before main shocks is 
examined. 

PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCB OF THE LARGEST FORESHOCKS 
All of the fore shock sequences which are stuJied, come from 

the catalogue of Comninakis and Papazachos(19J9). This catalogue 
gives information for the origin times and Dlagnitudes for the 
known foreshocks and aftershocks of all main shock,; of the fol
lowing magnitude ranges which occurred during the -.:orresponding 
ti_ periods: 

M ~ S.6, 1911 - 1965
 
M ~ S.O, lq66 - 1985
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Fig. 1. Full circles denote shellow main shocks which occurred in 
the area of Greece during 1911-1985 and were preceded by at 
least one foreschock. 
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It was found that 187 main shocks were preceded by at least 
one foreshock~ These main shocks are denoted by full circles in 
figure (1). The time difference between each main shock and its 
largest foreshock was calculated~ Figure (1) shows the probabil
ity, N1 (T), as a function of the time difference, T, between the 
main snock and its largest foreshock. The data are fitted in the 
least squares' sense by the relation 

N1 (T) - 0.60 - 0~30 logT (2) 

The probability function, N2 (T), of the time difference, T, 
between each main shock and its second largest foreshock (107 
cases), is presented in Figure (2) ~ The theoretical curve is 
given by 

N2 (T) - 0~62 - 0.32 logT (31 

80th relations suggest that there is an approximately 60' 
probability that the main shock will occur within 1 day after the 
occurrence of its largest foreshock or its second largest fore
shock. 

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION OF FORESHOCKS 
Recent investigations showed that during the latest phase of 

the seismic cycle, called pre-shock activity phase, an ac
celerated energy release rate (or earthquake occurrence rate) 
takes place, which culminates just before the second main shock 
of the seismic cycle. Its duration, being independent of the mag
nitude of the main shock which follows, is 2.7 years. The last 
part of this phase starts several days up to several weeks before 
the main shock and concerns the foreshocks, in the strict sense 
(Karakaisis et al., 1991). 

In search of temporal patterns of foreshock activity, the 
seismiciLY during a time interval of approximately four months 
before every main shock is examined. Since many of the individual 
foreshuck sequences contained few events, thus making difficult 
the definition of ~emporal patterns of foreshock occurrence, all 
of the sequences were combined into a single sequence. This was 
done by putting all of the sequences onto the same time axis 
where the origin is the time of occurrence of each main shock~ 

'rue resulting time series were smoothed by a seven-point filter~ 

The saIlIe configuratiOl. has been used by Jones and Holnar (1979). 
F~gure (3) exhibits the foreshock activity during the last 

{our mouths Defure the main shocks, as a function of time. It is 
ouserved that the daily frequency of foreshock occurrence starts 
to increi:o.se gradually, approximately two months before the main 
sh~ck and lasts up to the main shock generation. Figure (4) shows 
the frequency of occurrence during the 10 days before the Main 
shock. It is obvious that a large part of foreshocks occur in the 
day immedia~ely preceding the main shocks. Looking for very 
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Piq.2. Distribution of the probability MitT), of the occurrence 
of the largest foreshocks that precede shallow main shocks 
in the Aegean area. 
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Pig.3. Distribution of the probability, N2(TI, of the occurrence 
of the second largest fore. hocks that precede shallow main 
.hocks in the Aegean area. 
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Fig.4. The daily foreshock activity in the last 4 montha. 
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Pig.6. Fore.hock activity every 10 minute. in the laat day before 
the =.in shock. 
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short··term : .~·.!shock a~·ti"ity pattern, the trequellcy of occur
rence every 10 minutes u~cing the last day bef:~re the main shock 
is plotted in Figure (:i;. It is observed that the frequency 
decreases a few hours u~core the main shock, while the peak in 
the foresh'Jck activity ~:tl,rts 2 hours before the main shock gen
eration. 

D!"'(;~5SION 

It is reconfirmed that tt~~e is a probability 0: about 6~\ 

that the main shock will occu.: \athin 1 day after the occurrence 
of its largest foreshock or ot )t~ ~econd largest foreshock. This 
makes relations (2) and (3) v~ry useful to studies of seismic 
hazard assessment, given that in th~ area of Greece, about 45\ of 
the shallow main shocks which o=curr.ed during 1911-1985 (187 out 
of 417) were preceded by at least o~e foreshock. 

Examining the temporal distribution of seismicity a few 
months before the main shocks, it wail found that an increase in 
activity starts about 2 months before the main shocks. Similar 
results have been obtained by Jones and Molnar (1979), although 
they found an apparent increase 3 months before the main shocks. 
They concluded that this was probably not a common feature of 
foreshock sequences. Furthermore, the plot of all the data in 
Figure (4) reveals a further increase in seismic activity begin
ning about 1 day before the main shocks, which appears to be the 
culmination of the increasing frequency of foreshock occurrence 
beginning earlier, as Jones and Molnar (1979) have also found. 

Regarding the foreshock seismicity variations the day im
mediately preceding the main shock, it seems to exist a decrease 
in the freque",. i of occurrence a few hours before the main shock, 
which is fol1o~~d by the high rate of occurrence that lasts up to 
the main shock generation. However, more work is needed to 
clarify this point, although similar results have been obtained 
by Jones and Molnar (1979), as well as by Sobolev and his col
leagues (1987) on the basis of laboratory experi;mmts. 
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